GDPR – Threat, overhead or opportunity?

The new EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
introduces significant changes to the EU data protection regime,
designed to strengthen and unify data protection for individuals
across Europe. GDPR comes into force on 25th May 2018.
While the potential consequences of non-compliance are
substantial – financial loss, operational disruption, and
reputational damage – the actions required to drive compliance,
also provide significant opportunity to drive competitive
advantage by improving trust and reputation through improved
control and protection of personal information.
Financial loss
Authority can impose fines
up to €20m or 4% of global
turnover

Operational disruption
Authority can issue instruction
to cease processing

Reputational damage
Loss of brand reputation
and trust
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GDPR – where to start? Ensuring long term sustainability and maintainable steady state

3. Implement remediation solutions
GDPR remediation
solutions

Through experience of designing and delivering data privacy as well as data governance and security programs over recent years,
Capgemini has defined a methodology to not only focus on the required immediate GDPR remediation, but also to drive to a
sustainable steady state for personal data management within an organization for the long term.
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The starting point will vary according to the current level of compliance with existing
regulation and the level of data privacy awareness for the organization. Using a
proven impact assessment methodology and toolset already used across Europe,
an initial baseline of data privacy maturity will be determined. Further detailed
Privacy Impact Assessments will be undertaken driven by the gap assessment and
associated risk.
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As a high-level view of the personal data landscape is established and the current
level of compliance maturity determined, further detailed assessment and planning
work is undertaken to create an overall compliance roadmap that:
• Considers current controls and risk landscape (from a personal data perspective);
• Identifies a set of sub projects that your organization needs to execute to meet 		
the compliance deadline in May 2018;
• Provides a view of the transition states for your organization’s data landscape;
• Evaluates the current level of data governance implementation;
• Evaluates the technical framework supporting GPDR requirements.
This roadmap will also outline governance and delivery processes required to
support execution of the roadmap (communications, scope, key stakeholders), 		
the definition of the transition support function for the rollout of the GPDR projects,
and indicative costs for the end-to-end delivery of the GDPR roadmap.

3. Remediation solutions
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Driven from the findings of the assessment and the compliance roadmap,
implementation and enterprise rollout of the required remediation solutions typically
cover the following domains:
• Updates to organizational policies and governance– e.g. data privacy policies, 		
data protection officer role, accountabilities;
• Definition/updates to key processes to support requests under individual rights
(subject access request, erasure requests etc), embedding of privacy by design
into existing processes as well as data protection impact assessments into 		
system/process development methodologies;
• IT remediation solutions - Capgemini has a suite of solutions and accelerators
from a range of vendors that include:
1. Information security – data encryption, data erasure, database
protection, breach protection
2. Information lifecycle management – records management, data
governance/data quality, data anonymization, information discovery,
information archiving, analytics & reporting, data migration
3. Supporting solution accelerators - case management frameworks
(e.g. subject access request, breach notification/incident handling
process), testing services, process redesign and governance framework
• Implementation change management – training and transition to business as
usual privacy operating model.
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The first phase is to undertake a GDPR assessment study that will:
• Establish the landscape of personal information captured, stored and processed;
• Evaluate the current maturity of information governance, security controls and 		
associated privacy processes (e.g. Privacy Impact Assessment, Subject Access
Request) across the organization; and,
• Evaluate the technical and operational maturity of the organization to meet the 		
longer term requirements of GDPR and ensure a sustainable future state.
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Critical to the long term success of any remediation implementation is to ensure
that the changes are sustainable and maintainable for the future. Experience has
demonstrated that the operational effectiveness can only be sustained with:
• Monitoring of key privacy-related metrics – staff training, PIAs, individual rights 		
requests, incidents/near misses, key controls;
• Maintaining a view of personal data being processed as the business and 		
systems change, through a well governed and managed processing register;
• Embedding key principles (e.g. privacy by design) into any new system/		
process workflows;
• Continuous improvement on policy, risk assessment, controls and the approach
to measuring and managing their design and operational effectiveness.
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Critical to the long term success of any remediation implementation is to ensure
that the changes are sustainable and maintainable for the future. Experience has
demonstrated that the operational effectiveness can only be sustained with:
• Monitoring of key privacy-related metrics – staff training, PIAs, individual rights 		
requests, incidents/near misses, key controls;
• Maintaining a view of personal data being processed as the business and 		
systems change, through a well governed and managed processing register;
• Embedding key principles (e.g. privacy by design) into any new system/		
process workflows;
• Continuous improvement on policy, risk assessment, controls and the approach
to measuring and managing their design and operational effectiveness.
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Full lifecycle of services through to steady state operations
Capgemini represents one of the few organizations that can deliver a full lifecycle
of services from initial assessment through to the delivery of remediation
solutions and establishment of a robust steady state capability that will drive
compliance for future years.
Top references in data protection and privacy programs
We have a deep understanding of the practical implications of the privacy
legislation due to the several privacy programs we have performed for a range of
clients at a global level.
Comprehensive tooling and range of vendor independent remediation
solutions
Our SMART PIA tooling for efficient GDPR assessments on systems or processes
has been developed through years of privacy-related engagements. Our pedigree
in delivery of security as well as information and data management solutions has
strong recognition in the marketplace.
Thought Leadership and deep understanding of data protection and
privacy
From our engagements with clients and own research we have developed several
points of view on the topic of privacy and data protection with resources trained
and knowledgeable in privacy.

Find out more

Contact us about how Capgemini
can help you understand the
steps you need to take, with our
SMART PIA assessment and our
compliance roadmap.
Graham Hunt
Global GDPR Lead for Data
Governance, Capgemini
graham.hunt@capgemini.com
Lee Smith
GDPR and ECM, Capgemini UK
lee.c.smith@capgemini.com
John Horton
GDPR, Capgemini UK
john.horton@capgemini.com
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With more than 190,000 people, Capgemini is present in over 40 countries
and celebrates its 50 th Anniversary year in 2017. A global leader in consulting,
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of EUR 12.5 billion. Together with its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers
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